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Attire Requirements
Dancers must be in the gear listed, NO EXCEPTIONS. If a dancer arrives to attend class without the required gear, the dancer will be asked to call home for someone to bring it to her. If the dancer needs to

borrow clothes from the studio, a $10 fee will be added to their account.

Class: Attire: Shoes: Tights: Hair:

All Ballet Classes Black leotard

Dancers are allowed to choose the cut of their leotard.

**Please note that a specific color will be assigned to all
dancers for both the Christmas Showcase and the End
of Year Showcase.

Pink ballet shoe:

Capezio “Hanami” Canvas Split Sole Ballet
Slipper

No other ballet shoe is accepted. We will
have these shoes in stock in the office year
round. You can also purchase them online.

Pink

*Tights must be free
of holes.

Ballet bun, no bangs or pieces of hair
hanging out.

PBT Black leotard

Dancers are allowed to choose the cut of their leotard.

**Please note that a specific color will be assigned to all
dancers for both the Christmas Showcase and the End
of Year Showcase.

NO SHOES Pink

*Tights must be
transition style so
that they can be
pulled up to the
knee.

Ballet bun, no bangs or pieces of hair
hanging out.

**The majority of the class is done

Technique
Acro
Tap
Improv
Combo
Ballroom

Fitted top and bottom, no color/type specified.

Dancers will be asked to change or call home for
additional clothing items if not professionally dressed.

Dancer’s preference Tights not required
but allowed

Pulled up, away from face, no bangs

All Routine Classes Solid black attire for all routine classes must be
followed. Only the TDS logo is acceptable.

All items must be completely form fitted.

We will be offering several new TDS pieces for sale at
the fitting.

Shoes required for that routine will need to
be practiced in (i.e. hip hop, jazz/gore, bare
feet, etc.)

Tights not required
but allowed

Pulled up, away from face, no bangs

Travel Attire All dancers will be expected to purchase the latest TDS
jacket for the 2021-2022 season.

Dancer’s Preference N/A N/A


